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Iso Card

Specifications:

Thanks to our decennial experience in the sector of 
provision of identifying support services, we can ensure 
the highest quality products in brief times at low cost. Our 
proposal of RFID Card or with dual technology, barcode 
and/or magnetic strip etc., is designed to provide 
adequate solutions for every activity. From loyalty cards for 
commercial activities to Museum Tickets, from badges for 
Skipass or car parking, to Key Cards for resorts, from access 
badges for Spas to those to speed up the transit of 
suppliers, etc. All TagItalia cards have customizable colors 
and refinement effects both front and rear.

Generale Sistemi srl for its brands TagItalia, through its 
continuous scouting in foreign markets, boasts in fact a 
wide experience in RFID Cards distribution. Constant 
monitoring of emerging markets, experience for the risks 
linked to different classes of products, ability to negotiate 
large orders thanks to the knowledge of production and 
distribution processes. All this, along with constant 
contacts with our manufacturing partners known globally, 
has allowed us to consolidate over time our role of 
company able to follow the identification and the 
provision of tags for each type of application or services, 
even in large quantities.

This knowledge allows to entrust to our company the 
investigation of products that maximize the cost savings 
but also provided with special features (non-standard, 
certified for specific applications, resistance properties, 
etc.) as well as a total customization.

Programmable card 
for every use
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- Proximity card, flexible designed for use in the most 
widely used proximity systems

- UNIQUE 64/bits RF/64 Ask Manchester

- Customizable color and both printable sides 

- There are three different slots available

- Customer can incorporate an ISO contact form

- Magnetic Band HICO 2750O
- Magnetic strip ISO
- Frequency avaible LF - HF - UHF

- Material: PVC, White\White (gloss)
- Operating temperature  -35 OC e +50 OC 

- Designed to respond to the common efforts of 
access control

-HICO and LOCO magnetic bands are available on 
request as well as custom logos and holograms
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IsoCard avaible models
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ISO CARD 125 KHz

SK 241.10X0

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION

Iso Card Mifare combo 1K e Q5

ZO 222.10X0 Iso Card Icode SLI ISO 15693

PC 225.10X4 Iso Card Mifare Plus 2K, 14443A + print logo

PC 221.11X4 Iso Card Mifare 14443A + magnetic band + print logo

SK 221.11X0 Iso Card Mifare 14443A 1K + magnetic band

ZO 221.10X0 Iso Card Mifare 14443A 1K

SK 223.10X0 Iso Card Mifare 14443A 4K

PC 221.10X4 Iso Card Mifare 14443A +  print logo

ISO CARD 13.56 MHz

PC 231.10X0

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION

Iso Card UHF H3

PC 231.11X0 Iso Card UHF H3 + magnetic band

PC 231.11X4 Iso Card UHF H3 + magnetic band + customization

PC 231.10X1 Iso Card UHF H3 a + customization

LB 235.10X0 Iso Card UHF MZ5

ISO CARD UHF

ZO 210.10X0

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION

Iso Card Unique white

SK 211.10X0 Iso Card Q5 read/write white

SK 211.11X0 Iso Card Q5 read/write white + magnetic band

TI 210.11X0 Iso Card Q5 read only + magnetic band

PC 212.10X1 Iso Card 5576 read/write + customization

PC 211.11X1 Iso Card Q5 read/write + customization + magnetic band

PC 210.10X1 Iso Card read only + customization + print logo

ZO 213.11X0 Iso Card Titan +  magnetic band

ZO 212.10X0 Iso Card Temic read/write wite


